Abstract
Introduction
Several studies have shown that the cost of detecting and removing software errors increases significantly as the development process moves from requirements specification toward implementation [5]. In fact, the cost of removing an error from a system specification is often an order of magnitude smaller than the cost of removing it from a system that is undergoing integration testing. Other studies have demonstrated that errors in the requirements specification are the most frequent cause of software errors *This work is supported in part by the Naval Research Laboratory under Grant N00014-94-P2015.
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To effectively detect errors in specifications of practical systems, specification languages and verification techniques must be complemented with software tools that are robust, flexible, and integrated [4]. Among the tools effective for testing and debugging specifications early in the design process are simulators, which allow the user to generate and examine symbolic executions of the system under development. Simulation is even more effective if based on a formal specification. Further, the utility of simulation as an analytic technique increases as systems become larger and more complex, since large, complex systems are usually less amenable to formal verification.
A simulator that supports testing and debugging of formal specifications must satisfy a number of requirements:
6 Ability t o support plug-in viewers. The simulator should support alternative representations of the simulation trace. That is, users should be able to plug in viewers which are most appropriate for the specification under consideration. Some views of simulated system behavior show the state of the system at a given time point, while others display the system behavior as a function of time. In some cases, users want a high-level understanding of the system behavior represented by the formal specification. In other cases, users want to focus on the details of the simulation. Moreover, certain domains may require application-specific displays to enhance user understanding. For example, application-specific interfaces that mimic the behavior of real-world systems, such as avionics systems, may be useful.
Interactive user participation in generating a simulation trace. The user should be able to control the simulated system behavior. In particular, when the system behavior is nondeterministic, the user should be able to select the desired behavior. One way to support this is to permit the user to inject events into the execution trace.
Monitoring/Assertion-checking. Most monitoring tools only allow the user to set simple breakpoints or to detect the occurrence of simple events. To analyze complex assertions, the user of such tools must monitor the display during the simulated execution or perform a post-hoc analysis of a log file. Visual inspection is highly error-prone. Moreover, a post-hoc analysis does not permit the user (or the simulator) to respond to an assertion violation during a simulation session. A more powerful option is to design the simulator to support user specification of complex assertions in a high-level language and to automatically monitor the assertions during simulation. Such support for monitoring and assertion checking must be integrated with event injection and flexible displays so that the simulation or the display characteristics can be altered in response to an assertion violation.
Separation of simulation mechanism from policy and display. To facilitate changes to the supports the formal specification of real-time behavior in the graphical Modechart language [13] and analysis via completeness and consistency checking, simulation, and formal verification. Because our approach to simulation can be applied to other formal languages and tools, we hope to explore simulation based on, e.g., SCR [9, 111 specifications within the MTSim framework.
MTSim Client API
simulator , the simulation engine should be separate from both the policy that guides a simulation Figure l: Simulation Tools in the MTSim Framework session and the visualization tools. This separation of concerns is a crucial step toward achieving the extensible interface described above. Moreover, by isolating the implementation of the simulation mechanism, platform-independence can be achieved for the plug-in viewers.
MTSim contains three major components: the server, the client application programmer interface (API), and a collection of clients. The MTSim Server, which is responsible for simulating a Modechart specification, generates execution traces that satisfy Modechart semantics. The MTSim Client API communiThis paper has two objectives. First, it describes MTSim, a powerful and flexible approach to simulating system behavior based on formal specifications, which was designed to satisfy the above requirements. Second, the paper demonstrates the power and flexibilty of MTSim by describing a suite of simulation and visualization tools implemented as MTSim clients. These client tools include WebSim, a tool for testing and simulating Modechart specifications, as well as an application-specific interface for modeling the behavior of an F-18 cockpit.
MTSim has been developed within the context of the Modechart toolset (MT) [3], a collection of integrated tools developed by researchers at the Naval Research Laboratory and the University of Texas. M T cates with the MTSim Server in order to specify simulation options, to inject events into the simulation trace, and to register for notification of event occurrences, among other things. The MTSim Server has been implemented in a combination of Java and C. The MTSim Client API has been implemented wholly in Java so that tools built using it may be platformindependent. Figure 1 shows the variety of tools that may be incorporated into the MTSim framework.
WebSim, which provides full-featured simulation and testing of Modechart specifications, includes several clients: a general-purpose controller, a log window, an animated display, a time-process display, and a monitoring and assertion checking tool. These prototype tools use the Client API to support varied dis-plays, event-injection and monitoring. In addition, because they are Web-based and implemented as Java applets, platform independence is achieved.
The specialized interface for an F-18 cockpit is an example of an application-specific client. We developed this client to illustrate how an existing interface can be transformed into an MTSim-compliant viewer. The F-18 interface was originally designed to provide a realistic simulation of the behavior visible to the pilot of an F-18 aircraft in setting up and releasing a weapon. The user interacts with the interface to control the simulated behavior. The original interface was built by researchers at the Naval Research Laboratories as a front end to the SCR* toolset (described in Section 2). We integrated the interface into MTSim by adding only a few hundred lines of code, thus demonstrating the power and flexibility of the MTSim API.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: To put MTSim in context, Section 2 describes other tools developed to support formal methods, emphasizing those designed for real-time systems. Section 3 describes the clients we have developed for the MTSim framework. Section 4 gives an overview of the MTSim architecture and discusses the design of the MTSim Server and the MTSim Client Stub. Section 5 describes the MTSim Client A H . Section 6 discusses future work.
Related Work
This section reviews various formal methods for developing real-time systems with a particular emphasis on tool support. Several researchers have noted the need for tool support for these approaches, e.g. [4, lo].
The STATEMATE system [7] , which has been widely employed in industry, has many capabilities not found in research prototypes, e.g., version management and support for splitting specifications into multiple documents. The STATEMATE user can invoke a variety of static queries about the system specification. STATEMATE also provides a reporting language and a query language based on conjunctions and transitive closures. One of the most powerful capabilities of STATEMATE is the Analyzer tool. This tool provides extensive user control over system simulation, including a simulation control language, attachment of watchdog code for monitoring purposes, and connection of external C code to the symbolic execution. In an approach similar to our monitoring and assertion checking technique, these executions can be monitored via special "watchdog" code which is defined by the user in the Statecharts language. There is no automatic generation of watchdog code. It is also possible to set breakpoints in the Statechart code. In addition, the STATEMATE system provides a simulation control language to provide additional control over the generation of execution traces.
The Cabernet tool [14] provides a formal framework for developing real-time systems based on a temporal and functional extension of Petri Nets. The main components of this tool are a graphical editor, a suite of execution/animation/simulation tools which provide symbolic execution of the Petri net with an animated graphical display in real-time, and a reachability graph builder, a tool for managing hierarchical specification and decomposition of specifications. The semantics of Cabernet is defined by TRIO [6] , a language developed specifically to support executable specifications and simulation.
The Software Cost Reduction (SCR) toolset, SCR*, supports specification and analysis of requirements in the tabular SCR notation [8] . The tools provide completeness and consistency checking [ll] , specification editing, simulation, and mechanical verification. The SCR notation may be used to specify the required system functions as well as the required system timing and accuracy.
MTSim Clients
This section describes several prototype MTSim clients. Each client supports one of the main tasks required of an industrial-strength specification and simulation environment, namely flexible displays, event injection, and monit,oring and assertion checking. In addition, the tools demonstrate that the MTSim framework is suitable for the development of both general-purpose and application-specific display tools.
Client tools built upon the MTSim framework are likely to require several key functions. Some clients will only need to register for event notifications in order to display the simulation behavior. Others may want to participate in the simulation behavior by generating events to inject into the simulation trace. Finally, a client may need to start and stop a simulation and to instruct the MTSim Server which specification to simulate. Corresponding to these roles, the Client API supports three types of clients, which are distinguished in terms of the level of privileges granted to them by the MTSim Server. A controller client has the most extensive set of simulator operations and is responsible for initiating a simulation session, indicating to the MTSim server which Modechart is to be simulated, and establishing simulation options and defaults. Controller clients may also perform all of the operations which can be performed by the other types of clients. Once a controller client has initiated a simulation session, other types of clients may attach to that session. These clients, which perform more basic operations are display clients and participants. Display clients are the most basic type of client. They may attach to a simulation session, register to receive simulation notifications, and detach. Participant clients have the privileges of display clients, but may also generate events which are submitted to the MTSim Server for execution.
The client tools supported by MTSim include WebSim, a suite of graphical, simulation tools implemented as Java Applets on the MTSim Client API, and an F-18 interface. vides for monitoring and assertion checking, and describe thrcc types of general-purpose displays WebSim provides and how the MTSim Client API supports flexible displays. Figure 2 illustrates the WebSim Controller. The controller initiates a simulation session, loads Modecharts, and starts and stops simulations. The controller also sets simulation parameters by sending the MTSim server an MTSimOptions object. This permits the client to indicate values when the specification is incomplete or to instruct the simulator about how to handle nondeterminism. For example, the controller may indicate that a timing transition should be made as soon as it is enabled, as late as possible, or at some fixed time point. Alternately, the controller may request notification from the server when a transition becomes enabled. The controller may then indicate when the transition should actually occur. Monitoring and assertion checking can be used to detect undesirable behavior or an assertion violation as an execution trace is generated. By combining evaluation of a property with a graphical representation of the execution trace, the monitoring and assertion checking tool can work together with other simulation tools to display the system behavior represented by the formal Modechart specification. The user can observe this simulated behavior to ensure that it captures his/her intent. A monitoring and assertion checking tool can also invoke user-defined handlers upon the detection of certain properties. The handlers can be used to change the simulator execution profile or even the system state before the simulation resumes.
WebSim

The WebSim Controller
The user can specify assertions in two different ways:
The user can use a subset of Real-Time Logic to specify assertions. These assertions are specified writes the relevant information into a template of an RTL formula and is thus not required to write via a graphical, form-baed interface. The user The WebSim Monitor supports flexible specification of assertions by automatically translating RTL assertions into Modechart monitoring f r a gments in order to provide a specification for the monitoring process. The monitoring fragments, expressed as Modechart specifications, are used to represent the assertions of interest. The MTSim Server produces an execution trace of the augmented specification. The monitoring fragment is symbolically executed together with the original specification generating an execution trace that highlights the violation of the original assertion. As a result, detection of the violation of a potentially complex assertion is reduced to detection of a simple event or set of events in the simulation of the monitoring fragment.
The user can also specify assertions directly by representing the monitoring fragments in Modechart. This allows maximum flexibility in the kinds of properties that can be monitored. The monitoring fragments can be developed in the specification editor in the same manner as ordinary Modechart specifications. The only important difference is that the user must identify to the WebSim Monitor those events which represent assertion violations.
An additional requirement for the WebSim Monitor is to offer the user flexibility regarding the action that occurs upon violation of an assertion. The WebSim Monitor offers built-in support for pausing or stopping the simulation, displaying customized messages, event logging, injecting an event into the simulation, and changing a simulation option (e.g. the time between occurrences of an event). Also under investigation are user-defined handlers. These handlers would allow users to launch specialized displays (which could themselves be MTSim clients), perform calculations, or take other actions.
Generic Viewers: WebSim Displays
Figure 5 : WebSim Animator (Our tool will be based on the interface to the original Modechart Toolset Simulator, which is illustrated in Figure 6 .) Each bar indicates the behavior of one mode, transition, or external event over time. Time is indicated by the horizontal axis. Thick lines indicate the periods of time during which each mode is active. This type of display gives a good summary of the behavior of the system over time but does not provide a "snapshot" of the system. Thus, the Animator and the Time Process client are highly complementary. We are developing three types of displays. Figure 4 shows the first, a simple logging facility [SI. The second display, an Animator, provides an "animated" view of the simulation behavior, The Animator, which is illustrated in Figure 5 , simulates the execution of the system of interest by displaying the original Modechart specification. As the simulation progresses, the active modes are displayed as shaded boxes, while modes that are not active are unshaded. This approach is effective for displaying the state of the entire system at given points of time. A similar tool is found in STATEMATE [12] . Finally, a Time Process client displays the simulation as a series of horizontal bars. Sim Client API, we integrated an existing interface for an F-18 cockpit into the MTSim framework. We had several goals in developing this client. First, we wanted to test the usefulness of the MTSim framework for implementing application-specific clients. Because such clients are used in specialized roles, we felt that a rapid and straightforward development process was desirable. Second, we wanted to demonstrate an MTSim client which participated in the simulation by generating events to be incorporated into the simulation trace. And finally, we wanted to evaluate how easily existing software could be incorporated into MTSim.
The TAE+ interface builder The purpose of the interface is to mimic the externally visible behavior of the cockit of a Navy attack aircraft during a bomb release mission. In particular, the interface helps simulates the bomb release function of an F-18. The F-18 interface, shown in Figure 7 , "participates" in the simulation process. The user, interacting with the Simulation interface, provides the system inputs (provided by the pilot and the external environment in the real-world system), while the MTSim Server simulates the system response to these inputs. It is possible to use the IF-18 interface together with other display tools to provide additional information to the user. These display tools may include animated displays, log windows, and time process displays. In addition, a monitoring tool, such as the WebSim Monitor, could be also attached to provide monitoring and assertion checking.
The small picture of an airplane in the upper left corner is a button widget which indicates whether or not the F-18 is airborne. The bullseye in the center of the windshield can be moved to indicate the miss distance (the projected distance from bomb impact point to the target). The small plane icon in the upper right corner can be used to indicate whether the plane has overflown its target. The Master Function Switch is modeled with a pop-up selector on the left panel, while the right panel displays the stations which contain a bomb. The slider at the bottom left selects a weapon type, while the pushbutton at the bottom is used to advance the clock. On the throttle, there are two pushbuttons. One is used to designate a target. If a target is locked onto, the words "Target Designated" appear under the target. The other pushbutton is used to release the bomb. If all conditions are correct for a bomb to be released (the plane is airborne, the master function switch is set to an appropriate value, a weapon of the correct weapon type is on the selected weapon station, the target is designated, and the miss distance is below a threshold) the bomb is released upon pushing the bomb release button. In this case the words "Bomb Released" appear on top of the plane icon in the right panel.
Reengineering the SCR version of the F-18 interface for MTSim involved two steps. First, the formal SCR specification for the bomb release mechanism was translated into Modechart. (A discussion of the translation is beyond the scope of this paper.) Second, after translating the formal specification, we integrated the interface into MTSim as a client. We designed the client as a controller client, which loads the specification and starts the simulation before the panel is displayed. We made one change to the graphical interface itself, adding a button and a text display at the bottom of the screen to display the time and to permit the user to advance the time.
Because the TAE+ toolkit does not generate Java code, we wrote a Java wrapper and integrated the generated C code into Java as a native method. The original C code was modified to invoke the standard MTSim Client API. We developed two Java classes, Main and Cockpit. Main is the class which launches the application and performs initialization. The Cockpit class implements the ClientEventHandler interface and responds to event notifications sent from the MTSim Server. The notify method calls native methods to update the F-18 interface in response to event notifications. The native method run satisfies the Runnable interface and is started when the new cockpit thread is launched by the class Main. Figure 8 illustrates the three major parts of the MTSim architecture: the server, the MTSim Client Stub and MTSim clients. The MTSim Server is responsible for generating execution traces consistent with the Modechart specification. It also accepts connections from clients, satisfies requests from clients and reports the simulation events back to the clients. The MTSim Client Stub provides an easy-to-use programming interface to facilitate development of a variety of simulator clients. This interface permits a client to attach and detach from a simulation session, set simulation options, inject simulation events into the event stream, synchronize with the MTSim Server, and request notification of event occurrences. Both general-purpose and application-specific clients can be built using the MTSim framework.
The MTSim Server is implemented in a combination of Java and C. Simulationdatabases and code performing the actual generation of Modechart execution traces are written in C. This code, extracted from the original version of the Modechart Toolset simulator, is combined with Java code which performs communication, event notification, event scheduling and other services described below. The MTSim Client Stub is written entirely in Java, which permits the stub to be easily incorporated into Java client code, thus producing platform-independent clients.
Sessions
A set of MTSim clients interact within the MTSim Server in the context of a session. A session is characterized by the generation of a single Modechart execution trace and is initiated by a client attaching to the MTSim server and defining a session identifier.
Other MTSim clients observing and participating in this execution trace provide the same session identifier in order to attach to the session.
A session is terminated after the last client detaches from it. A key component of a powerful simulation tool is persistent sessions that can be restarted later for further simulation and analysis.
The MTSim Server uses a Session Manager to identify and manage the currently active sessions. The Session Manager initiates a new session when a client attaches providing a new session identifier.
In order to locate the server and participate in a session, clients present a URL (Uniform Resource Locator). The protocol newsim permits clients to locate the MTSim server and attach to specific simulation sessions by issuing a URL of the form: news im://{ host}/{ session identifier} An optional port name may be specified yielding a URL as follows: newsim://{ host}:{ port}/{session identifier} This protocol uses a subclass of the Java class URLStreamHandler to parse the URL and open a TCP/IP connection to the server at the specified host and port. If no port is given, a default port is used. The session identifier is sent to the MTSim Server Session Manager to evaluate and the client is attached to the session with the appropriate role and privileges. (The types of clients and their roles and privileges are described in Section 5).
Communication
The newsim protocol also opens a DataInputStream and a DataOutputStream to the MTSim Server through which client-server communication occurs. These streams are built on top of standard TCP/IP sockets. The MTSim server maintains a TCP/IP connection to each client throughout an active session.
Communication between the MTSim client and the MTSim server is facilitated by a collection of Message classes, with each class corresponding to an operation performed by the client on the server, a message reply, or an event notification. Each method invoked on the Client API generates one message from the client to the server through the creation of a Message object. Each Message object has a method to serialize and write itself to the DataOutputStream opened by the newsim protocol.
In the server, a message object is created using a constructor that reads from a stream socket. Each such message object can invoke a relevant Client Service Manager (see Figure 8 ) to perform the desired operation. Reply messages are generated by the ClientServiceManager to indicate to the clients the result of each operation. Exceptions are encoded in the Reply object and are thrown by the MTSim client if necessary after the Reply object is constructed by the client. Event Notification messages are constructed by the MTSim server and serialized, transmitted, and reconstructed by the MTSim client in the same manner.
The MTSim Server
The major components of the MTSim Server are the Session Manager, the Client Service Managers, the Privilege Manager, the Synchronization Manager, the Event Matcher, and the SimKernel. The Session Manager establishes new simulation sessions and attaches clients to each session as they present the appropriate session identifier. The Session Manager also instantiates Client Service Managers for each client as they attach to a session.
The Client Service Managers coordinate with the Privilege Manager to respond to client operations as they come in. Client operations are generally in correspondence with the methods of the client class provided in the Client API.
When a Client Service Manager is asked to start the actual execution of the Modechart simulation, it creates a Synchronization Manager to do so. The Synchronization Manager invokes the SimKernel to initialize the simulation databases. After each time point is simulated, the Synchronization Manager yields to the Event Matcher which generates Event Notifications which are sent to the Client Service Managers to send back to the clients. Certain of these Event Notifications may be for event occurrences for which the client has asked to synchronize with the server. The Synchronization Manager waits for Continue messages from each such client before it invokes the SimKernel to simulate another time point.
The Synchronization Manager also schedules events which have been submitted by the clients and forwards them to the SimKernel for inclusion in the execution trace.
All of these components are written in Java with the exception of the SimKernel. The internal representation of the Modechart specification is stored in a C database. Also written in C is the actual code resonsible for generating a Modechart execution trace.
These C libraries are wrapped in Java, where they are native functions. This approach maintains compatibility between MTSim and other tools in the Modechart Toolset which have been written in C.
The MTSim Client Stub
The MTSim client stub is the mechanism through which MTSim clients communicate with the MTSim Server. The client stub has two main components, a Client Request Manager and a Client Event Notifier. The client program invokes the methods included in the API on the client stub. The client stub translates these into messages which are sent to the MTSim server. The client stub reads reply messages from the server to determine the return value and whether an exception needs to be thrown to the user code.
The only state maintained by the client stub is held by the Client Event Notifier. When the user submits a request for an event notification to the MTSim Server, the MTSim client stub maintains a callback object for that request. When an event notification is received by the client stub, the Event Notifier invokes the notify method on the appropriate callback object.
MTSim Client API
The client application program interface (API) consists of several Java classes. These include DisplayClient, Participantclient , ControllerClient, MTEventPattern, MTEventOccurrence, Modechart, and MTSimOptions.
A typical scenario for using the API in a client program is as follows:
1. Attach to a simulation session. The client program creates a client object of one of the client classes reflecting the desired level of privilege. The client then uses the Attach method of the newly created client object to attach to the MTSim Server, indicating the MTSim server and a session name in the URL string.
Register for event notifications.
After attaching, the client process will generally register MTEventPatterns with the server using the method RegisterForNotification. In doing so, the clients indicate to the server the simulator events for which they would like to receive notification. The MTEventPatterns class provides a powerful approach to specifying individual Modechart events or groups of events. The client program also indicates whether the server should synchrcnize with the client when the specified event occurs. If synchronization is requested for certain events, upon generation of those events, the server will wait for the client to invoke the Continue method before proceeding with the simulation. Finally, the client provides an object which implements the ClientEventHandler interface. Upon receipt of an event notification which matches the MTEventPattern, the client object will perform a callback to the client by invoking the notify method of the ClientEventHandler object.
Begin a Modechart simulation.
Controller clients will then generally invoke a LoadModechart method, and optionally set the simulation options using one of the SetSimOptions methods. They will then start the simulation using the Start Simulation met hod.
Receive event notifications.
While the simulation is running, the server will generate event notifications in the form of MTEventOccurrence objects and send the notifications to the various clients. The client will be notified as described above and will use the notifications to update its display or perform any relevant computations.
Stop the simulation.
At some point the controller client will issue the StopSimulation method, and the various clients will detach themselves from the simulation.
Request a Modechart.
Any client may get a static representation of the loaded Modechart by issuing the GetModechart method at any time.
A client may register to receive all simulation events. In this scenario, it is the responsibility of the event handler to distinguish between tyes of events.
A more sophisticated client application, however, may only be interested in certain events, or may want to provide different event handlers for different types of events. In particular, the client may want to synchronize on some events and not others. For example, the client may want to synchronize on events which represent the passage of time, but not on other events. This gives the client time to process all events from each time point before permitting the server to advance to the next time point. In order to accomplish this, the client would create different filtering objects to represent the different groups of event notifications in which it was interested. This is accomplished using a MTEventPattern object; each such object can be registered with a different client event handler.
The user can restrict the collection of events of interest in four ways.
1. Events can be restricted to those of a particular type. These event types include mode entry and mode exit events, mode transitions, external events and time passage events.
2.
Furthermore, some events (Mode Entry, Mode Exit, and Mode Transition events) can be considered to be connected to particular modes. A user can restrict attention to events which are connected to all descendents of particular modes. having names which start with the letter "C".
(Modechart is not case sensitive.)
Finally, certain events may become satisfied or be scheduled before they occur. For example, a mode transition may be satisfied without taking place or an external event may be scheduled by the simulator before it occurs. In these cases, the client may register for these special types of notification.
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has described MTSim, an extensible simulation framework for formal specifications.
This infrastructure supports a customizable environment for simulation, permitting users to plug in specialized viewers and other simulation tools including monitoring and assertion checking tools. We have also presented several tools developed using the MTSim framework, including WebSim, a suite of general-purpose monitoring tools which execute on the World Wide Web in the browser environment and a free-standing application-specific simulation interface which models the cockpit of an F-18 aircraft.
We have several goals for advancing the MTSim framework. Among these is support for persistent simulation sessions, which will include development of a model for logging and replay services. In addition, we hope to get feedback from users of the WebSim tools, as well as investigate other types of monitoring (such as performance monitoring) and to extend the types of assertions supported by the WebSim monitor. Finally, we plan to evaluate the use of the MTSim framework to support simulation of other formal specification languages, such as SCR.
